Abstract—Notebooks are increasingly popular programming tools adopted by a diverse range of users, including professional and novice users, from various fields not necessarily skilled in software engineering, to experiment with programming and develop software. Notebooks are often used within interactive and exploratory programming settings; however, some of their main use cases are not naturally supported by their design. For example, users can only get insights into the program’s state by executing program fragments and updating one’s mental model. This paper discusses the possibility of defining widgets to improve notebooks by providing direct insights into the program state. The widgets are developed upon previous work in which a novel approach to incremental programming is suggested based on the notion of an exploring interpreter. As example, we present widgets for visualizing execution history and variable assignments, thereby reducing the cognitive load on users.
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I. INTRODUCTION

End-user development (EUD) is a human-computer interaction field in which methods and technologies are studied to enable users to extend or customize their software [1]. EUD has received much attention in recent years due to its focus on empowering non-professional programmers, from various domains to create software. There are different ways to support EUD, such as the development of software languages (e.g., high-level programming languages and domain-specific languages), development tools (e.g., IDEs, REPLs, and computational notebooks), and development frameworks. There is an enormous potential for EUD since end-users significantly outnumber professional programmers [2].

Computational notebooks are cell-based documents that allow end-users to interleave prose, code, and results in a single document [3]. Notebooks have become popular in various disciplines such as mathematics, data science, and education. They lower the entry barrier to programming for novices [4], compared to traditional IDEs or plain-text editors employed by professional programmers. There are more than 60 notebook platforms [5], with the most popular provided by the Jupyter project [6].

Although notebooks offer manifold features for end-users, little attention has been paid to displaying feedback of the notebook’s state [7] and they miss some valuable features offered by traditional IDEs, such as debugging. These features might empower end-users further, when available in a user-friendly manner.

This paper presents the benefits of using a so-called ‘exploring interpreter’ as the back-end for notebooks and explains how to develop interactive widgets interacting with an exploring interpreter. An exploring interpreter is a bookkeeping device on top of an existing interpreter that keeps track of program state by maintaining an execution graph of reached states and allows reverting to previous states to explore alternative paths [8], [9]. This paper presents initial results of a study into the extent to which exploring interpreters are sufficient to support exploratory styles of programming in programming environments for end-users. As examples widgets we discuss a visualization of the execution graph and a variable watcher, both helping the end-user visualize the program state to better predict the effects of subsequent code executions.

II. WIDGETS IN COMPUTATIONAL NOTEBOOKS

We use the word ‘widget’ to refer to an interactive GUI component capable of displaying the program state and enabling the user to manipulate the program state through user-actions. This section presents two widgets, an execution graph widget, and a variable watcher widget. These widgets are developed on top of a notebook interface based on an exploring interpreter. Therefore, the widgets have access to all the effects produced by executing a code snippet, represented as the difference between the configurations before and after the execution.

The Calc language is a tiny calculator language, and it is used to illustrate the use and benefits of developing widgets on top of an exploring interpreter.

The code snippet below presents the definition of the configuration for the Calc language; it encapsulates the effects that must be stored after executing a valid program. More precisely, this configuration contains the environment (env), the possible output produced by the interpreter (output), and the result of evaluating the current code snippet (val). The environment env stores all available variables in a dictionary that uses the variables’ names as keys and the variables’ content as values.

```plaintext
data Config =
  config(Env env, list[int] output, int val);
```

A. Execution Graph

After executing a code fragment REPLs and notebooks present program output and some also present a summary of the (other) effects of the execution to the programmer, thereby
enabling the programmer to update their mental model of the program state and making predictions about the effects of the next code fragment [8]. In our notebooks based on exploring interpreters, the effects of code executions manifest as changes to the ‘current configuration’. The exploring interpreter maintains version history over configurations by storing configurations in a graph structure. The execution graph widget provides a visual representation of this execution graph. In the execution graph (see Figure 1), nodes represent configurations resulting from executing code snippets (programs), and the edges represent program executions. The effect of a program, labelling an edge, can then be defined as the difference between the target and source configuration of the edge. The widget enables users to ‘travel in time’ by selecting a previously encountered configuration as the execution context for the code cell executed next.

When a new notebook is created, the execution graph has a single node (root node), representing the initial (empty) configuration, and it has no edges. When users execute a code snippet, the interface receives the snippet and the current configuration. The notebook interface then calls the exploring interpreter to evaluate the snippet and return an updated configuration with all the effects produced. Currently, the node labels display the configuration’s id in the execution graph. To improve the execution graph’s readability, its edges are labeled with the corresponding cell number, and the node representing the current configuration is highlighted in green, as shown in Figure 1. Each execution creates an edge in the graph from the current configuration to an updated configuration. If the updated configuration is the same as an existing one, no new node is created, only the edge connecting the nodes, but a node is created if the new configuration does not exist in the graph.

The left-hand side of Figure 1 shows an example of a Calc notebook containing two code cells. The first one assigns the value 1 to a variable \( x \). Hence, the execution graph creates a node and an edge from the root node (initial configuration) to the new node (configuration obtained after executing the first cell). Then, the second cell assigns the value of the expression \( x+5 \) to a variable \( y \). Since this is the latest execution, the last node is highlighted in green as the current node (configuration). However, the user has found that the value of \( y \) is incorrect, and instead of \( x+5 \) should be \( x+3 \). To make this change, the user clicks the second node (the result of executing the first cell) in the execution graph to use that configuration as the current one. After this, the user changes \( y \) and executes the second cell again. As a result, the current node has edges pointing to two nodes, the old one and the new one, as shown on the right-hand side of Figure 1. If users want to try a different alternative, they can change the current configuration to one of the older configurations, as explained earlier.

### B. Variable Watcher

The execution graph widget discussed in the previous section is a powerful tool that, besides exploratory programming, has the potential to reveal the full execution state and history to the user. In this section, we discuss the variable watcher widget as an example of a more fine-grained widget providing insights into the current execution state. The variable watcher allows users to read the assignments made to variables, including information about assigned objects (e.g., global variables) and the types or sizes of variables. This widget is useful to end-users to mitigate commons mistakes, such as variable duplication, related to otherwise hidden program states. The current widget (Figure 2) can be extended to become an interactive GUI, following prior work, in which users get the flexibility to create/edit programs using both code and GUI [10], [11]. To support this flexibility, coordination between code/GUI is required, making it necessary to have a common shared underlying state [11]. For instance, the variable watcher can be extended to become interactive and allows users to use CRUD operations. This provides a different interactive interface for end-users, which the underlying exploring interpreter naturally supports, yet this is out of this paper’s scope.

### III. Conclusion & Future Work

This work presents the initial results from a study into novel features that support exploratory styles of programming in computational notebooks intended in particular for end-user development and domain-specific language users. In this study, the features are supported by so-called exploring interpreters that maintain execution history. This paper has reported on the development of two GUI widgets: a visualization of the execution graph and a variable watcher. Future work is to describe additional general-purpose and domain-specific widgets based on exploring interpreters to be evaluated with the Cognitive Dimensions Framework [12], [13] and user tests.

Fig. 1. Resulting execution graph for the Calc language with a single execution path from the root node (left) and the execution graph using an alternative path obtained from selecting a previous node as the current node (right).

Fig. 2. Variable watcher for the Calc language. Its information is always up-to-date because it is updated when the underlying interpreter’s state changes its execution context.
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